EPC-Monroe Athletic Events Update on Spectators:

The Eastern Pennsylvania Conference met on September 15, 2020, to approve guidelines for spectators at EPC athletic events.

Effective September 15, 2020, at 11:45 a.m., PMSD will follow the spectator guidelines listed below.

Home team spectators are allowed with a PMSD athletic department issued pass, but no visiting team spectators will be allowed on campus for the following events:

- Boys Soccer
- Girls Soccer
- Field Hockey
- Tennis

Cross Country events will allow spectators as long as the course where the event is being run is conducive to social distancing and CDC guidelines. Both PMSD courses can provide social distancing to allow spectators.

Volleyball will not allow any spectators at this time due to space limitations indoors and the DOH recommendation to limit indoor participation at events to 25 individuals.

Varsity football will not allow any spectators at this time due to the large number of participants needed to conduct a football game and the DOH recommendation to limit participation in outside events to 250 individuals. JV, Freshman and Middle School football will allow home team spectators with a PMSD athletic department issued pass to attend events, not to exceed 250 individuals at any one event.

(CURRENT AS OF SEPTEMBER 15, 2020, AT 11:45 A.M.)